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We have received frequent requests for our line of products, by dressage and
the Jumping discipline riders from the countries represented by the flags to the
left.

!

It was for that reason, that we have designed a thorough fitting procedure that
will insure that we can design and build a dressage saddle that will address the
requirements for you to ride in a relaxed shoulder-hip-heel position, and allow
your horse to move without resistance from saddle and rider.

!

A Fitting Kit and detailed, easy to follow 17 page manual, is a combination
questioner and instructions on how to make the necessary measurements and
photos to insure we can make your saddle fit perfectly. The kit is yours to keep
for future readjustments.

!
Perhaps our biggest concern was, how we can extend the service agreement we
offer all of our clients, which is to make adjustments to your saddle when your
horse makes positive muscular/skeletal changes. So included with the sale of
this saddle, is a service agreement that we will offer free adjustments to your
saddle excluding the shipping charges – notify us for an economical logistics
solution.
!
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Another issue is the ‘customs and duties’ charges that are added to the price of
the saddle, which we found to be surprisingly less than what was rumored.
When a saddle is shipped back to us for readjustments, additional custom and
duty fees do not apply.
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Contact Carol at equineinspiredinfo@gmail.com, for any questions and please
watch: YouTube video link: https://www.youtube.com/edit?
o=U&video_id=Hfg5KmA66xk
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Please leave your name, Email address, phone number, and where you are
located.
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We can also work with a qualified saddle-fitter, if you need help with the
measuring process. We will even provide equipment, at no cost, required to
adjust our saddles plus written instructions to become the best saddle-fitter in
your country.

